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SOME EXAMPLES OF NONFINITE DIFFEOMORPHISM
GROUPS

TERRY  C.  LAWSON

Abstract. An example due to Guy Hirsch is modified to give

examples of manifolds N such that Diff A/ is not dominated by a

finite complex.

In this note we will give some examples of compact differentiable

manifolds N such that Diff N (with the C°° topology) is not dominated

by a finite complex. Our examples are all motivated by an example of

Guy Hirsch [2] which shows that 7r2(Diff S3xS1) is nonzero. For other

results on nonfinite diffeomorphism groups see [1].

We now describe Hirsch's example. Let |=(57, h, S4) be the Hopf

bundle. Let /: S3 x S1-^4 be a C° map of degree one and let /*f=

(E, tt, S3x51) be the induced bundle. Consider the diagram

E->S7

TT 11

\ f       \
S3 x S1-> S4

Pri

Y

S3

The composition £-*-IS3xS1->pri5'3 is a differentiable bundle map;

the fiber is S'xS1 and the structure group is DiffS'3xS1. Comparison

of the Serre spectral sequences for tt and h shows that E does not have the

homology of S3xS3xS1. Hence the bundle r¡ = (E, prt ° tt, S3) is non-

trivial. Consequently, its characteristic map is a nontrivial element of

^(DiffSSxS1).

This example was given by Hirsch in [2] to show that the existence of a

cross section to a bundle does not imply that the additive cohomology is
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isomorphic to that of a product space, even if the fiber is a Lie group.

Later, Serre (as Hirsch remembers it) pointed out to him that the structure

group of the bundle could not be a Lie group. Thus the example disproved

a conjecture that any differentiable fiber bundle may have its structure

group reduced to a Lie group. It was communicated to me in that form

by Hans Samelson.

We now modify the construction to prove:

Theorem. Let i, j be odd integers, 1 ̂ j-^i—2. Let M be any compact

oriented differentiable manifold of dimension j. Then 77¿_3(Diff M xS*)

contains elements of infinite order.

Proof. Let £=(£, n, S'~+1) be any orthogonal bundle over S1+x with

fiber S* such that £ is a rational homology sphere. Many such bundles

exist. If the characteristic map of f is a e n^SO^+l)), the condition for

A to be a rational homology sphere is that p^a.^0 e Z^ir^S1),

/V»,(S0(i+l))-*ir,ÇS9.

For the cell structure of £ is easily seen to be SiVJPtXei+x^Je2i+x and so £

is a rational homology sphere if and only if p%a?¿0. But for i odd, p# is

surjective onto 2Zc^Z^nri(Si); it is onto Z for ¡ = 1, 3, 7. The map p^

measures the obstruction to a cross section of |, i.e. (p^oAp, is the Euler

class of the bundle | where pt is the fundamental class. A choice of £

which works for all odd i is the tangent bundle of Si+X.

Let f.MxSi+x~}-*-Si+l be a map which is of degree one. Let f' =

/* !=(£, it', MxSi+x~A be the induced bundle. By examination of the

induced map of Serre spectral sequences for f and !', using the fact

that £ is a rational homology sphere, we see that £' does not have the

same rational homology as the product Mx S'+x~¡ xS'. We form a new

(differentiable, not orthogonal) bundle |* from f ' by composing the two

bundle maps E'-*"MxS,<+1-í->príAí+1-;'. The structural group of the

bundle is Diff MxSi and its characteristic map lies in ^^¡(Diff MxS*).

Since £' does not have the rational homology of the product, its character-

istic map is nonzero. Moreover, another application of the Serre spectral

sequence shows that its characteristic map must have infinite order.

Corollary. Let i,j, M be as in the theorem. Then Diff MxS1 is not

dominated by a finite complex.

Proof. Diff M x 5* is a topological group. If it were dominated by a

finite complex, then its even dimensional homotopy would be finite [4].

The corollary should be contrasted with the results of [1]. There exam-

ples are given of many manifolds whose diffeomorphism groups are not

of finite homotopy type. The examples depend on the pairings of Milnor
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and Milnor-Munkres-Novikov and are very much dependent on being in

the differentiable category—the elements constructed become zero when

one passes to the PL or topological categories. Our examples are of a

much more general phenomenon. We could assume that M is a topolog-

ical manifold and prove that Horneo MxS1 is not dominated by a finite

complex.

For the case where M is itself a sphere we may give a different explana-

tion for the phenomenon of the theorem. This is really "what is going on"

for general M also, since all we use of M is a disk; but it is much more

awkward to state in the general case. Recall that the characteristic map

for the bundle we construct lies in Tri_JiD'xfiSiX.S}). Analogous to the

Gromoll homomorphism there is a homomorphism Trp(Diff SrxSs)->-

TT0(Difî Sr+1>xSs). One uses an adjoint construction and the inclusion

DpxSrczSv+r. Moreover, this map factors as

^„(Diff ST X Ss) ^ TTp_xiDiff Sr+1 x Ss)

->-> w^Diff ST+i x Ss) ->-► 7r0(Diff Sr+" x S°).

Examination of the construction of f " shows that its characteristic map

is in the image of the characteristic map for | in the factorization

TTiiSOii+ 1)) c 7T¿(DiffS¿)->7r2_3.(DiffS¿ x &) —■ w0(Diff S* X S%

But the total map is a monomorphism [3] and the characteristic map for

i has infinite order, so the characteristic map for !" has infinite order.
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